
SocialAI.io Teams Up with DieHardBirdie to
Transform the Gaming Industry

Social AI x Diehardbirdie

SocialAI.io, the innovative platform at the

forefront of social and

artificial intelligence, proudly announces

a groundbreaking partnership with

DieHardBirdie,

DOVER, DELAWARE, UNITED STATES,

May 10, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

SocialAI.io, the innovative platform at

the forefront of social networking and

artificial intelligence, proudly

announces a groundbreaking

partnership with DieHardBirdie, the

esteemed senior esports champion

and gaming advocate.

This collaboration marks a pivotal

moment in the gaming landscape, as

both entities join forces to introduce

cutting-edge social AI solutions, aimed

at enriching the gaming experience

and nurturing community cohesion among players worldwide.

Abbe Borg, also known by his gamer handle of DieHardBirdie and a senior Counter-Strike: Global

"This partnership represents

a significant milestone that

will help

continue my mission to

bring people of all ages

together through gaming.”

Joe Fletcher - CEO Social AI

Offensive (CS: GO) esports champion. With a storied

background as a professional artist and a remarkable

ability to bridge generational gaps, DieHardBirdie has

emerged as an iconic figure in the gaming sphere,

exemplifying the unifying potential of esports.

SocialAI.io, a trailblazing company spearheading the

convergence of blockchain technology, AI-driven

engagement, and DeFi-enabled earning in social

networking, is poised to deploy its technological expertise

http://www.einpresswire.com


Gaming brings us together, diehardbirdie!

Breaking News!

Social AI x Dihardbirdie "Social Gaming" partnership

into the realm of gaming. 

Through the partnership with

DieHardBirdie, SocialAI.io seeks to

integrate its state-of-the-art capabilities

into gaming platforms, presenting

players with innovative avenues to

connect, interact, and derive insights

from their social interactions.

"We are thrilled to join forces with

SocialAI.io," DieHardBirdie said. "This

partnership represents a significant

milestone that will help continue my

mission to bring people of all ages

together through gaming. With

SocialAI.io's expertise in artificial

intelligence and gaming solutions, it

would be nice to see how innovation

like AI can improve the gaming industry

and create unforgettable experiences

for the players."

In resonance with this enthusiasm, Joe

Fletcher, CEO of SocialAI.io, remarked,

"This partnership represents a

significant milestone that will help

continue my mission to bring people of

all ages together through gaming.

With SocialAI.io's expertise in artificial

intelligence and gaming solutions, it

would be nice to see how innovation

like AI can improve the gaming industry

and create unforgettable experiences

for the players."

Central to their alliance is a commitment to cultivating a positive and inclusive gaming

environment, tackling prevalent issues of toxicity and discrimination within the industry.

Leveraging AI-driven solutions, DieHardBirdie and SocialAI.io aim to foster a welcoming

atmosphere for all players, promoting mutual respect and fostering a supportive community

ethos.



Join the Social AI beta

Aligned in their vision to reshape the

gaming landscape, DieHardBirdie.com

and SocialAI.io are poised to introduce

pioneering solutions that elevate the

gaming experience, prioritize user

engagement, and foster fair and

transparent participation.

About SocialAI.io:

SocialAI.io stands as a pioneering

platform that translates social media

data into actionable insights,

leveraging advanced analytics and AI

algorithms to unlock the vast potential of social media for businesses. Leading the charge in the

digital realm, SocialAI.io integrates blockchain technology, decentralized finance (DeFi), and

artificial intelligence to redefine user interaction and monetization within the social networking

ecosystem.

For more information about SocialAI.io, please visit https://socialai.io. 

And sign up for beta at https://beta.socialai.io.

About DieHardBirdie

Abbe Borg, best known as "DieHardBirdie," is a Sweden-based CounterStrike: Global Offensive

(CS: GO) senior world champion at 80 years old. Before his second career as a pro gamer, Abbe

was a professional artist working on metals and paper sculptures. Abbe is fond of origami and

often finds him creating interesting sculptures out of old books and crafting beautiful paper

flowers for his family and friends when not video gaming. Abbe is tagged as Birdie because of his

talent for mimicking bird calls and sounds by whistling with a leaf or other materials.

DieHardBirdie can be reached at diehardbirdie@gmail.com or info@diehardbirdie.com. He

streams his gameplays on twitch.tv/diehardbirdie and uploads his videos on

youtube.com/c/diehardbirdie.

Visit: https://diehardbirdie.com
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